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Symbian OS Communications ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Welcome to the updated edition of Symbian OS Communications Programming! In this book we’ll introduce you to much of the major communications functionality in Symbian OS and demonstrate how to perform common tasks in each area.

For this new edition we’ve started from scratch to produce chapters that are relevant to you as...
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Fabrication of SiGe HBT BiCMOS TechnologyCRC Press, 2007


	While the idea of cleverly using silicon–germanium (SiGe) and silicon (Si) strained-layer epitaxy to

	practice bandgap engineering of semiconductor devices in the highly manufacturable Si material system

	is an old one, only in the past decade has this concept become a practical reality. The final success of

	creating novel Si...
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Learn C on the Mac: For OS X and iOSApress, 2012

	Welcome! Chances are that you are reading this because you love the Mac. And not only do you

	love the Mac, but you also love the idea of learning how to design and develop your very own Mac

	programs.





	You’ve definitely come to the right place.





	This book assumes that you know how to use your Mac....
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Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way: Understanding Statistics and Probability with Star Wars, LEGO, and Rubber DucksNo Starch Press, 2019

	Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability through unusual and illustrative examples.

	

	Probability and statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of professions. But many people use data in ways they don't even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from it. Bayesian...
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Handbook of Mathematical Formulas and Integrals, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2008
This book contains a collection of general mathematical results, formulas, and integrals that occur throughout applications of mathematics. Many of the entries are based on the updated fifth edition of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik’s ”Tables of Integrals, Series, and Products,” though during the preparation of the book, results were also...
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Introducing Microsoft Expression Studio: Using Design, Web, Blend, and Media to Create Professional Digital ContentCourse Technology PTR, 2008
The World WideWeb is continually becoming more complex in sophistication. To get attention and be credible, your site has to have professional-quality graphics. It needs to be usable and give your visitors an interactive and compelling experience. For professional graphic designers and Web site architects, it’s a golden age, because...
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Web Development with Apache and PerlManning Publications, 2002

	A quick look at your local bookstore’s Internet section will tell you that there are quite a few
	commercial packages out there for building web sites. What those books often fail to mention is
	that many of the world’s most popular web sites were built using freely available tools, and run
	on free operating systems (OS). They...
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Designing for XOOPS: A Quickstart for DesignersO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Before you dive into this book, I would like to first extend my warm welcome to you
		as you enter the world of XOOPS. XOOPS is an acronym of eXtensible Object Oriented
		Portal System. It is an open-source application platform and Content Management
		System (CMS) written in PHP. It is built for developing a variety of solutions...
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Invisible Capital: How Unseen Forces Shape Entrepreneurial OpportunityBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2010

	
		Writer, consultant and speaker Chris Rabb coined the term "invisible capital" to represent the unseen forces that dramatically impact entrepreneurial viability when a good attitude, a great idea, and hard work simply aren't enough.

		

		In his book, Invisible Capital: How Unseen Forces Shape...
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Scene of the Cybercrime, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2008

	When it comes to computer crimes, the criminals got a big head start. But the law enforcement and IT security communities are now working diligently to develop the knowledge, skills, and tools to successfully investigate and prosecute Cybercrime cases. When the first edition of "Scene of the Cybercrime" published in 2002, it was one...
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3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Are you an aspiring game developer with a great idea, but no practical knowledge for turning that idea into reality? 3D Game Programming All in One is the comprehensive guide you need! This new edition updates the original coverage with the latest version of Torque from GarageGames, and provides the very best tools available to the Indie game...
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REPOSITIONING:  Marketing in an Era of Competition, Change and CrisisMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The book that completes Positioning . . .

Thirty years ago, Jack Trout and Al Ries published    their classic bestseller, Positioning: The Battle for Your    Mind—a book that revolutionized the world of marketing.    But times have changed. Competition is fiercer.    Consumers are savvier. Communications are...
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